TCT PACIFIC CHAIN & TOOL CO
A.B.N. 21 093 439 046

MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 2021

PLEASE NOTE PRICES MAY CHANGE AT ANY TIME DUE TO CURCUMSTANCES OUT OF OUR CONTROL.

DURING THE COVED 19 PANDEMIC WE ARE FULLY OPERATIONAL
AND HERE TO HELP WITH YOUR CHAINSAW NEEDS.

TCT Pacific Chain and Tool Co. was established more than 30 years ago as
the agent for Sabre Saw Chain and Silvey Chain grinders in Australia for the
Pacific Region. TCT Pacific now offers Tungsten Chain plus a wide range
of Chainsaw Chain, Chainsaw Bars, Grinders, Files, Sprockets, Safety Gear
& Clothing, Tools, Accessories as well as sharpening and chain repair
services. Now based in Mackay QLD.

ATTENTION

DUE TO CHANGING
MARKETS WE ARE NOW
ABLE TO OFFER OUR
TUNGSTEN CHAIN AT A
REDUCED PRICE
RANGEING FROM
$1.15 TO $1.50
PER DRIVE LINK

EMAIL: info@tctsawchain.com.au
WEB http://tctsawchain.com.au
TOLL FREE PHONE: 1 300 666 031
PH 0749421935
Mobile: 0419 575 261
PO BOX 8915 Mt Pleasant QLD 4740

PLEASE NOTE
WE NOW STOCK
3/8.043 TUNGSTEN
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KNOWING HOW TO SIZE YOUR CHAIN
IS IMPORTANT WHEN ORDERING

PITCH
These are the most common size saw chain.
pitch measurement

Chainsaw chain "pitch" manual measurement
Distance between any three consecutive rivets

Pitch

1/2"

1/4

5/8"

.325

3/4"

3/8

13/16"

.404

GAUGE OF CHAIN
To determine the gauge Of a chain you need to Measure the thickness of the
drive link.
1.27mm = .050

1.47mm = .058

1.6mm = .063
UHH IT’S A
CHAIN

GREAT
INFORMATION
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CHOOSING THE CORRECT SAW CHAIN FOR YOUR SAW
Drive Links
HOW SAW CHAIN IS SOLD
We sell saw chain by the loop (A single chain to suit your saw)
1/4”
By Foot or bulk 25ft and 100ft rolls.
3/8LP and 3/8
You can save money by buying chain by the roll
.325
and make your own chains
CHAIN LENGTH
Is measured by the drive link.The table beside shows the
number of drive links in 25’ & 100’ rolls of chain
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25FT

100FT

600 DL

2392 DL

412DL

1640 DL

462 DL

1848 DL

.404

372 DL

1484 DL

3/4” Harvester

192 DL

767 DL

NOTE HARVESTER CHAIN IS ONLY SOLD BY ROLL

SINGLE LOOPS ALL SIZES
SAFETY
FIRST

Single loops are available to suit your requirements. Please contact our
friendly staff for a quote PH 0419575261
SAFETY
AARRRR
RRRRRR

COMMON CUTTER TYPES
3/8 Low Profile - For small saws. Good for trimming and pruning. Features top cutting performance chisel
style but with ease of maintenance of semi chisel.
Semi Chisel - Performs well in most conditions. Recommended for general cutting and dirty timber. Has slightly rounded configuration and its ease of filing, long life and durability make it the choice of serious wood cutters.
Chisel - For fast cutting in clean conditions. Comes in round (file) ground chisel or square (file) ground
chisel. Square ground chisel is the fastest cutting chain - but cannot be filed with a round file.
PITCH- a chain’s pitch is determined by measuring the distance between the centres of any 3 consecutive rivets
then dividing by 2.
NOTE: APART FROM SMALL SAWS THAT USE 3/8 LOW PROFILE CHAIN
ALL HUSQVARNA USE .058” GAUGE AND ALL STIHL USE .063” GAUGE
GAUGE
The gauge of a chain is the thickness of the drive link. It is essential that the drive link thickness correctly matches the
width of the groove of the guide bar otherwise the chain may not fit.
There are 4 common gauges - .043”, .050”, .058”, and .063”.
Drive Link
CHAIN SEQUENCE
Standard sequence, the most common sequence has
2 drive links to one cutter and is used on bars up to 34”.
Skip sequence has 3 drive links to one cutter and is used
on bars 24” and longer. Skip cuts faster in larger wood. Ideal
For slabbing.

FILING
File Sizes
The table opposite shows the most
commonly used sizes of files and
the correct file size for your chain.

3/8 LP

5/32” Round Files

.325”

3/16” Round Files

3/8”

7/32” or 13/64” Round Files

Flat or Raker files are used for low- .404”
ering depth gauges which should be
done every time a chain is
3/4”
sharpened.
Square Ground 3/8”
or .404”

7/32” Round Files
5/16” Round Files
Double Bevel Flat or Triangular

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT

PACIFIC TUNGSTEN CARBIDE SAW CHAIN
Tungsten Carbide Saw Chain holds its edge up to 25 times longer than conventional chain and will
tackle those jobs your present chain can’t handle. Ideal for white ant dirt, gritty timber, old very hard
timber, sleepers, bridge timber and burnt wood.

Saw Chain

Description

Price (inc GST)

Wood Cutting
Normal Seqence, Semi-chisel
Saw Chain

3/8” .050, .058,
.063
.325” - .050, .058,

FROM $1.15 per DL

3/8 Low Profile - Wood Cutting
Saw Chain

3/8”

FROM $1.15 per DL

Replacement Cutters

3/8”, .325 & .404

$8.14 ea

Replacement Cutters

3/8” LP

$9.30 ea

Preset & Tie Strap - single

For joining TCT Chain

TCT Sharpening

Up to 72 Drive Links

$27.50 per loop

TCT Sharpening

Over 72 Drive Links

Add $0.77 per cutter

.050 LP

$24.00 DOZ

TCT

DIAMOND GRINDING WHEELS, DIAMOND FILES AND STONES

TCT DIAMOND GRINDING WHEELS

SHARPEN YOUR TUNGSTEN
SAW CHAIN TO A
SMOOTH FACTORY FINISH
A TCT Diamond Wheel is a long lasting solid
metal disc with 6mm of heat bonded diamond
around the edge
6” Diamond Wheel for 3/8LP & .325 145mm x 22mm x 3.2mm
(eg 6’’ Jolly)

$297.00 EA

6” Diamond Wheel for 3/8 & .404

145mm x 22mm x 4.7mm

$330.00 EA

4” Diamond wheel for .325-.375 LP

105mm x 22mm x 3.2mm

$225.00 EA

4” Diamond wheel for .375-.404

105mm x 22mm x 4.7mm

$240.00 EA

4” Diamond Wheel for 3/8LP & .325 100mm x 22mm x 3.2mm
(eg Mini & Midi Jolly)

$219.00 EA

4” Diamond Wheel for 3/8 & .404

100mm x 22mm x 4.7mm

$228.50 EA

Diamond Files

5/32” - 3/8 Low Profile Chain
3/16” - .325 Chain
7/32” - 3/8 & 404 Chain

$69.00 EA

Diamond Stones

To suit 12 volt type grinders

$18.80 EA

Diamond Stones with guide

To suit 12 volt type grinders

$21.20 EA

Dressing Stones

For cleaning Diamond Wheels

$10.00 EA

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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TUNGSTEN INFORMATION SHEET
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PACIFIC TUNGSTEN CARBIDE SAW CHAIN
Our carbide chain is semi-chisel type. It has a special super alloy tip welded to the surface of the cutter chain, which prolongs tip life and
makes it possible to regrind the tip many times. The cutter chain is specially designed to maintain an optimal depth gauge even though a
carbide tip is welded to the cutter chain. Available in .325, 3/8L/P,3/8 & .404. In comparable conditions, carbide chains may stay sharp
up to 25 or 30 times longer than conventional chain.

WHAT IS THE APPLICATION FOR TUNGSTEN CARBIDE SAW CHAIN?
1. TCT chain will cut more of your winter firewood before it needs re-sharpening
2. It will last exceptionally long in abrasive situations eg white-ant dirt in logs, timber that has grit or sand embedded in the cracks or
bark, old very hard dry timber or burnt timber
3. Basically, where conventional chain is blunt within one tank full of fuel,
4. TCT Tungsten chain stays sharper longer and is a viable alternative.
THINGS THAT TUNGSTEN SAW CHAIN WON’T CUT!
TCT is very tough (& so resists wear), but it will chip or break in hard impact situations. Therefore it should not be used where there is the
possibility of hitting
 Nails
 Stones
 Other steel or hard objects
 Concrete
SHARPENING OF TUNGSTEN CARBIDE SAW CHAIN
TCT Pacific chains can be re-sharpened over and over again and therefore has a longer life span, many times that of conventional chain.
TCT can be sharpened using a Diamond Grinding Wheel or a Diamond Chainsaw File. A less expensive alternative is a diamond stone
in a 12v grinder such as the Grind-n-Joint . Alternatively you can return the chain to TCT Pacific Chain & Tool and we will re-sharpen it
using a diamond wheel on our Chain Grinder. TCT Pacific chain is more expensive than conventional chain, but when considered in the
light of how much wood it will cut before resharpening is required, it is quite economical. Broken cutters can be replaced.
THE TEAM AT TCT PACIFIC CHAIN
HAVE QUALITY TUNGSTEN SAWCHAIN FOR THOSE
TUFF JOBS THAT DESTROY NORMAL CHAIN. THEY
HAVE THE SHARPENING EQUIPMENT AND ADVICE YOU
NEED TO MAKE THESE JOBS EASIER.
CALL THE TEAM 0419575261

PACIFIC Tungsten Carbide Saw Chain

TCT Diamond Grinding Wheel

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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PACIFIC TUNGSTEN SAW CHAIN
For those tuff jobs you just need to get through.
You will notice from the pictures below that the Pacific chain has a Tungsten tip soldered to
the chain. You will also notice the size of the tip witch allows for ample sharpening and
great wear. Due to the exceptional wear properties of this Tungsten tip Your sharpening is
reduced greatly so you have long wear time with longer life before replacement is required.
You can sharpen Tungsten chain with a Diamond File a 12 volt grinder or a bench grinder.
Sharpening equipment can be found in this Catalogue. Our Australian testing of this Pacific
chain has proven this chain to be durable and hard wearing in the field. To our knowledge
there has been no faults with any of our chain supplied to a variety of customers using the
chain in a variety of conditions cutting various types of timber. Chain sizes 375.050 (3/8)
are priced from $1.15 per drive link up to the 404.063 is priced at $1.50 per drive link.

.This is the 375.063 Pacific Tungsten Chain above

This is the 404.063 Pacific Tungsten Chain

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CHAINSAW CHAIN
Archer saw chain is made in China using Japanese steel
in a factory owned and managed by Australians.

CHAINSAW CHAIN (USA)

WHERES YOUR SAFETY
GEAR? I SHOULD POKE
YOU IN THE EYE AND
THROW SPLINTERS AT YOU

CALL TCT PACIFIC CHAIN &
TOOL CO.
THEY HAVE ALL THE SAFETY
GEAR YOU NEED & THEY WILL
SHIP IT RIGHT OUT.
BEFORE YOU GET A POKE IN
THE EYE OR WORSE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CARLTON SAW CHAIN
3/8 SEMI CHISEL

3/8 CHISEL

3/8 SEMI CHISEL LOW PROFILE

.325 CHISEL

.325 SEMI CHISEL

CODE

PITCH

GAUGE

25FT

A1EP

.375

.050

N/A

$468.00

A2EP

.375

.058

N/A

$468.00

A3EP

.375

.063

N/A

$468.00

A2LM

.375

.058

N/A

$468.00

A3LM

.375

.063

N/A

$468.00

N4C

.375

.043

N/A

$468.00

N1C

.375

.050

N/A

$468.00

K1L

.325

.050

N/A

$468.00

K2L

.325

.058

N/A

$468.00

K3L

.325

.063

N/A

$468.00

K1C

.325

.050

N/A

$468.00

K2C

.325

.058

N/A

$468.00

K3C

.325

.063

N/A

$468.00

THIS CARLTON CHAIN FROM TCT IS JUST
WHAT I NEEDED TO
NEGOTIATE A PAY RISE WITH THE BOSS.

100FT

HERE AT TCT PACIFIC CHAIN & TOOL CO
WE ARE COMITTED TO GREAT CUSTOMER
SERVICE. PROMPT DELIVERY ALL AT THE
BEST PRICE.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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POWERCUT
POWERCUT

CHAIN

Code

Pitch

Gauge

25FT

100FT

CHISEL

20LPX
21LPX
22LPX

.325

.050
.058
.063

$243.00

$848.00

72EXL
73EXL
75EXL

.375

.058
.063

$243.00

$848.00

73EXJ
75EXJ

.375

.058
.063

N/A

$848.00

75CJ

.375

.063

N/A

$848.00

72LPX

.375

.050
.058
.063

$243.00

$848.00

68LX

.404

063

N/A

$848.00

68CJ

.404

.063

N/A

N/A

.325

.050

$243.00

$848.00

1/4

.050

$321.00

N/A

An ideal chain for professional woodcutters who use .325" pitch
saws. Oregon 20LPX is low-vibration, with full chisel cutters offering
top performance.
POWERCUT

CHISEL

Oregon 73EXJ has a reshaped cutter and proprietary grind
technology for superior performance, sharpness and consistency
(replaces 73JGX). This low-vibration, full chisel cutter chain is
designed to maximize every cut with less effort.

POWERCUT

CHISEL

SKIP

Oregon 73EXJ has a reshaped cutter and proprietary grind
technology for superior performance, sharpness and consistency
(replaces 73JGX). This low-vibration, full chisel cutter chain is
designed to maximize every cut with less effort

POWERCUT

CHISEL

SKIP

Ideal for high-production cutting with long bars and 3/8" pitch saws.
Oregon 75CJ square ground chain offers more cutting efficiency as
the self feeding design takes less effort from the operator.

POWERCUT

CHISEL

An ideal chain for professional woodcutters who use 3/8" pitch saws. 73LPX
75LPX
Low-vibration, full chisel cutters offer top performance. Oregon
75LPX includes a reduced kickback feature and a smooth cut.

POWERCUT

CHISEL

Top Performing, heavy duty, big timber chain, for professionals who
use larges saws
Full chisel cutters offer top performance
POWERCUT

CHISEL

SKIP

68CJ helps you get more done. Ideal for high-production cutting with
long bars and .404 pitch saws

SPEEDCUT
SPEEDCUT

95TXL

MICRO CHISEL

Faster, sharper, easier. For arborists and property owners who want
top performance. Oregon SpeedCut™ 95TXL chain is more efficient, needing less power from the saw. Low vibration, Micro-Chisel
cutters offer excellent performance and easy maintenance.

CONTROLCUT
CONTROLCUT

MICRO CHISEL

25AP

Get your smallest jobs done just right. Oregon 25AP is light-weight,
smooth chain, ideal for pruning. An easy to use and manoeuvre
chain. Our Micro Chisel® cutters have small-radius working corners
for excellent performance, and they are easy to maintain.

PROFESSIONAL USE

LIGHT USE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CONTROLCUT
CHAIN

Code

Pitch

Gauge

25FT

100FT

SEMICHISEL

20BXP
21BXP
22BXP

.325

.050
.058
.063

$243.00

$848.00

20BPX
21BPX
22BPX

.325

.050”
.058”
.063”

N/A

N/A

25AP

1/4”

.050”

$322.00

N/A

91VXL

.375 LP

.050”

$243.00

$848.00

72DPX
73DPX

.375

.050”
.058”
.063”

$243.00

$848.00

59ACL

.404

.063”

N/A

$912.00

VERSACUT
MICRO CHISEL
Micro-Chisel .404
Oregon 27Xchain;
is a heavy-duty,
high-performance
Big-timber
ideal for dirty
conditions. A chain
- Skipfor

27X
26
27, 27A

.404
.404

.063”
.058”
.063”

$181.00
$230.00

$699.00
$740.00

High performance chain for professional woodcutters.
Top-performing Micro chisel cutters.

21LP
22LP

.325

.050”
.058”
.063”

$181.00

$699.00

Super
70
VERSACUT
MICRO CHISEL
SKIP
Top performing round ground square chisel cutters.

72LP
27AX
73LP

3/8
.404

.050”
.063”
.058”

$181.00
N/A

$699.00
$699.00

.375 LP

.050

$181.00

CONTROLCUT

An Ideal choice for occasional users like property owners
and commercial cutters. The low-vibration, Micro Chisel
cutters that have small radius working corners for excellent
performance and easy maintenance
Oregon 20BPX chain, low kickback design.
CONTROLCUT

MICRO CHISEL

Recommended for professional woodcutters who want low
vibration on their .325 pitch saws.
25AP—Oregon 25AP is light-weight, smooth chain, ideal
for pruning.

VERSACUT

SEMI CHISEL

VERSACUT

SEMI CHISEL

VERSACUT

LOW PROFILE

High performance, low profile chain. Low vibration,
aggressive cutting with easy sharpening and durability.

An ideal choice for professional users who cut in a variety of 75DPX
conditions. Easy to maintain Oregon 72DPX low-vibration,
semi-chisel cutter designs work. This design is typically more
tolerant of sharpening errors than chisel cutters.
VERSACUT

CHIPPER

Oregon 59ACL is a heavy-duty, high-performance chain for
professionals using large saws. Ideal for those who prefer the
durability and easy maintenance of Chipper cutters. Chipper
cutters have large-radius working corners for excellent
performance and easy maintenance

professionals using large saws. Ideal for those who prefer the
durability and easy
maintenance
Micro Chisel® cutters.
Chain
Type -ofCHISEL
Micro Chisel cutters have small-radius working corners for
Super
20performance and easy maintenance.
20LP
excellent

Oregon 27AX is a heavy-duty, high-performance chain for
professionals using large saws. Ideal for those who prefer the
durability and easy maintenance of Micro Chisel® cutters.
Micro Chisel cutters have small-radius working corners for
excellent performance and easy maintenance.

DURACUT
DURACUT

SEMI CHISEL

LOW PROFILE

91VXL

Oregon 91VXL is a high performance 3/8" Low Profile™
chain. Ideal for arborists and orchardists who use lightweight
chain saws but need the performance a professional requires. Longer cutter top-plates offer longer cutting life for the
user.

PROFESSIONAL USE

LIGHT USE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

$699.25
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DURACUT
DURACUT

CHAIN

Code

Pitch

Gauge

25FT

100FT

CHISEL

M20LPX

.325

.050
.058
.063

$282.90

N/A

Work longer in dirty conditions with this more durable version M21LPX
M22LPX
of our 20LPX chain.
DURACUT

CHISEL

M73LPX

.375

.058
.063

$282.90

N/A

DURACUT

CHISEL

M20LPX

.325

.050
.058
.063

$282.90

N/A

73LPX
75LPX

.375

.058
.063

$282.90

N/A

73RD
75RD

.375

.058
.063

$181.00

$699.25

27RX

.404

.063

N/A

$699.25

27RA

.404

.063

N/A

$699.25

90PX

.375 LP

.043

$181.00

$699.25

91PX

.375 LP

.050

Work longer in dirty conditions with this more durable version M75LPX
of our 75LPX chain.
Work longer in dirty conditions with this more durable version M21LPX
M22LPX
of our 22LPX chain.
DURACUT

CHISEL

Work longer in dirty conditions with this more durable version
of our 75LPX chain.

RIPCUT
RIPCUT

MICRO CHISEL

Specially made for ripping/making cuts parallel to the wood
grain. 72,73,75RD has a special ripping application grind for
making dimensional boards and planks.
RIPCUT

MICRO CHISEL

SUPER SKIP

Specially made for ripping/making cuts parallel to the wood
grain. 27RA (super-skip sequence) has a special ripping
application grind for making dimensional boards and planks.
RIPCUT

MICROCHISEL

SKIP

Top performing round ground square chisel cutters.
Bumper drive links reduce kick-back.

ADVANCECUT
ADVANCECUT

CHAMFER CHISEL

LOW PROFILE

Oregon 90PX chain offers higher chain efficiency, ideal for
small, low powered saws great for landscapers and
homeowners. The .043" gauge narrow kerf cutting systems
increase efficiency. They need less power from the saw than
standard cutting systems.
ADVANCECUT

CHAMFER CHISEL

LOW PROFILE

$181.00

Oregon 91PX chain is for homeowners and occasional users
who want a low-vibration and low-kickback saw chain. The
Chamfer Chisel cutters' twin cutting corners offer outstanding
performance. These cutters are durable, easy to maintain
and forgiving.

PROFESSIONAL USE

LIGHT USE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

$699.25
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CHAINSAW BARS

SIZE

GUIDE BAR
12
13
The lightweight, durable and easy to manoeuvre guide bar for light commercial and
occasional woodcutters using small to mid-size saws. This bar is designed especially to be 14
15
used with a narrow kerf cutting system for faster, more efficient cutting.

16
18

DURACUT

17
18
20

22
24

POWERCUT

13
15
16
17

ADVANCECUT

Solid-nose, solid body guide bars for professionals working in dirty or abrasive conditions

Solid body guide bar for the professional woodcutter. Replaceable sprocket nose
eliminates need to purchase a new bar

POWERMATCH

18
20
21
22

24
25
26
28

30
36
42

17

Solid body guide bar for the professional woodcutter. Replaceable sprocket nose
eliminates need to purchase a new bar

Professional lightweight guide bar designed to reduce kickback for better cutting control

15
16
18

PROLITE 95 SERIES

16
40.64 CMS

CONTROLCUT

Pairs with SpeedCut chain to create the next-generation narrow-kerf system on saws up to
55 cc displacement. Designed to deliver faster cutting and reduced weight compared to
standard cutting systems

PROLITE GUIDE BAR .325 SERIES

20

SCULPTURE CARVING BAR

10
12
14

Strong, lightweight guide bar designed to perform in a wide range of professional
applications.

An essential tool for chain saw artists seeking long-lasting performance and versatility

SINGLE RIVERT GUIDE BAR
The lightweight, easy to manoeuvre guide bar for occasional woodcutters using
small electric and gasoline powered chainsaws

10
12
14
16

35.56 CMS

18

WHEN YOU NEED THE
RIGHT GEAR. CALL
THE RIGHT TEAM.
TCT PACIFIC CHAIN&
TOOL CO
PH 0749421935
DEL AUSTRALIA WIDE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CHAINSAW BARS

SIZE

SPEEDCUT BAR 95 SERIES & GUIDE BAR
SpeedCut is the next-generation narrow-kerf system on saws up to 55 cc
displacement. Narrow kerf means less wood is cut, so the chain cuts faster.
Designed to deliver faster cutting and reduced weight compared to standard
cutting systems

VERSACUT GUIDE BAR
Strong, lightweight guide bar designed to perform in a wide range of professional
applications
The ideal solution for arborists, orchardists and other professionals who
encounter every type of tree, shrub or limb during their work day

15
16
18

15
16
18
20
40.64 CMS

Since the chainsaw bar is designed to perform a wide range of professional
applications, it offers the versatility and durability you need to work in an everchanging environment
A new aluminium core lightens SpeedCut bars by 20% when compared to Oregon
Pro-Lite bars, reducing operator fatigue
The large radius nose features a new bearing-grade steel sprocket assembly that
resists spreading and wear
LubriTec keeps you chain and bar oiled increasing the life of the bar while
decreasing friction
The Oregon 208VXLHK095 VersaCut Guide Bar works with some Husqvarna,
Jonsered, Makita, Dolmar, Efco and Maruyama chainsaw models
Check the fit guide to make sure this bar works with your saw

FORESTRY AND TREE CARE

PowerCut™

You need your tools tougher, stronger and
lighter. At Oregon, we've put our know-how to
work, designing and manufacturing the tools
you need to power through both big and small
jobs. We've got you covered, every project,

The ultimate cutting system for loggers and tree
care professionals who use high performance
saws. Full chisel chain cutters power through
timber with speed, efficiency, and precision. The
chrome-moly guide bar body helps reduce wear
and promotes longer lifespan.

everyday.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

GB CUTTER BARS
The Power Tip Plus bar is an economical, laminated consumer bar with built-in sprocket nose for faster cutting. It
has more welds than ordinary laminated bars, giving it extra strength and longer life. GB’s new laminated bars
are designed to be attractively priced whilst still delivering the superior quality that GB customers have come to
expect. GB’s quality control system ensures customer satisfaction, all Laminated Bars are guaranteed to conform
to the high quality you expect from all GB performance forestry equipment.

GB CHAINSAW BARS
POWER TIP PLUS BARS PRICED FROM $41.85
12” BAR TO $64.50 20” BAR

Features & Benefits

Laminated construction with slim contour.
Smaller nose radius.

Less weight and bulk.
Improved manoeuvrability,
Suits most cutting conditions.

ARBOUR TEC BARS FROM $33.50 10”BAR TO $69.50 18”BAR
Arbor Tech bar from GB, is a slim-contour, one-piece, replaceable
sprocket nose guide bar. Manufactured from the same high-tech alloy steel as GB professional bars. The Arbor Tech bar offers proquality features and performance, yet weighs no more than a laminated bar, an ideal choice for professional woodcutters or discriminating casual users. The Arbor Tech range covers professional replacement nose bars for small chainsaws running 3/8" low profile
chain.

Features & Benefits
Laminated construction with slim contour.
Smaller nose radius. Alloy steel construction with deep heat-treated rails.

Less weight and bulk.
Improved manoeuvrability,
Suits most cutting conditions.

TCT & GB
MAKE MY JOB
EASY

ARBOUR PRO BARS FROM $51.50 11”BAR TO $92.50 20” BAR
Arbor Pro bar from GB, is a slim-contour, one-piece, replaceable sprocket nose guide bar. Manufactured from
the same high-tech alloy steel as GB professional bars. The Arbor Pro bar offers pro-quality features and performance, yet weighs no more than a laminated bar, an ideal choice for professional woodcutters or discriminating casual users. Arbor Pro bars are more durable & stronger than Laminated bars. The Arbor Pro range
covers professional replacement nose bars for medium size chainsaws up to 20 inches.

Features & Benefits
One-piece steel construction, no welds!
Laser-cut for precision shape and fit-up.
Rails are induction-hardened and tempered.
Steel bar body is tempered for strength.
Professional sprocket glides on precision
Swiss bearings.

Replaceable Sprocket Nose
Superior resistance to wear; extremely
durable.
Maximum bar life and greater value.
Consistent groove width, less friction.
Cutting performance enhanced.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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PRO TOP BARS FROM $99.00 14” BAR TO 42” BAR $235.50
GB Pro-Top is a durable replaceable sprocket nose bar designed and built for demanding professional users. Like other GB professionaluse bars, the Pro-Top is ideally suited for high-speed / high-powered chainsaws where light weight and extreme durability are required. Pro
-Top bars are precision engineered from high-tech, lightweight alloy steel for extra-long life and easy manoeuvrability. The Pro-Top's
sprocket nose assembly supports the saw chain as it rounds the nose. This reduces friction, allowing greater chain tension and up to 25%
more cutting power compared to professional hard nose bars. These wear-reducing attributes allow a considerably narrower nose profile,
making the Pro-Top especially well-suited for boring and/or liming applications. The time-tested Pro-Top nose cartridge is incredibly strong,
with titanium alloy steel side- plates, precision Swiss bearings, specially-hardened sprocket and unique self-locking feature. During hardening, the nose side plates are injected with Carbon Nitride, which guarantees that Pro-Top is the hardest-wearing replaceable sprocket nose
in the world. Its body is equally tough. Pro-Top is crafted from a solid, high-carbon steel alloy that is specially heat-treated and tempered for
super-long life. Its rails are extraordinarily strong, thanks to GB's precision groove-grinding process, and very resistant to wear and breakage as a result of induction hardening. The result is flawless, pro quality performance…cut after cut.
One-piece solid steel body; specially heat-treated
and tempered for high strength.
Laser-cut for precision shape and fit-up.
Precision-ground grooves.
Rails are induction hardened and tempered.
Super-tough, high-tech alloy sprocket glides on
precision Swiss bearings.
Nose cartridge side plates made of titanium alloy
steel, hardened to CN40 specifications.
Nose self-locks over a solid steel web on the bar
body. Held firmly together by three high- tensile
rivets.

Features & Benefits

Superior resistance to wear.
Tougher and stronger nose plates can withstand greater abuse than those on competitive
bars.
Easy nose replacement.
Uniform rails with a strong base radius.
Cutting performance enhanced.
Extremely tough and durable.

240 volt Maxx Grinder with 3/4" attachment

$765.00

INCLUDES 3/4" ADAPTER - The Italian made MAXX grinder allows bi-directional grinding because it is designed with a head that tilts left and right (90 degrees to 50 degrees) and a table
that is fully symmetrical. This unique design allows you to get the same results on both left and
right cutters. The automatic chain clamping mechanism is activated when the head is lowered.
Additional features include a built-in light and cast aluminium base, head and table (no structural
plastic). It will clamp anywhere from .043" gauge chain to .080" without the 3/4" adapter.

Ensign Log Grapples

12 TON

15 TON

30 TON

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Hard Top Bars
The Professional Hard Top has been thoroughly field tested in the world’s toughest hardwood forests. As a result, GB’s researchers and
technicians have created an incredibly durable hard-nose bar that wins respect from any professional logger. Tough cutting situations,
such as land clearing, stump removal, salvage operations, demolition, etc. call for tough cutting attachments. The GB Hard Top bar is as
tough as they come. This high-quality, solid-nose bar is built to withstand the most abusive and abrasive conditions. The Hard Top is
crafted from solid T-40 steel, a high-tech alloy specified by GB engineers, who work closely with industrial metallurgists to isolate the
ideal alloys for various GB guide bar applications. GB has enhanced the Hard Top with brand new hard-facing alloy used in the space
industry--NASALLOY 8. A generous deposit of this material is fused to the nose radius. It’s fierce resistance to heat and wear guarantee
extended life and assure customer satisfaction. Superior Hardness and Superior Straightness = Superior Life.

Features & Benefits
One-piece, solid, high-carbon steel body (GB T-40 alloy)
Laser-cut for precision shape and fit-up.
Nose radius engineered for maximum performance & durability
Grooves are individually precision-ground

Ground grooves have rounded gullets for more strength
Rails are uniformly induction hardened and tempered
Excellent hardness, straightness, durability and overall
life

Hard Top Bars

Carving Bar

GB carving bars are designed with a slender body and extremely small nose radius, for ultra-precise wood shaping and sculpting. Made from solid titanium
alloy steel, they are very light weight and easy to manoeuvre. The nose radius is protected by a generous deposit of premium grade NASALLOY 8 hard
facing alloy, which combats wear. GB’s Titanium alloy steel carving bars are preferred by professional sculptors and are available in the following lengths
8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 16” and 18”. GB Titanium carving bars also come with a universal mount to suit many types and models of chainsaws. CV mount bars
have a 20mm nose width. CVY mount bars have a 25mm nose width. SNCY mount bars have a 25mm nose diameter.

Features & Benefits
One-piece, solid, hi-tech titanium alloy steel body.
Precision ground grooves; Uniform induction-hardened rails.
Laser-cut for precision shape and fit-up.
NASALLOY 8 hard facing alloy extends well beyond nose
radius.
Ground grooves have rounded gullets for more strength.

Slender body and extremely small nose radius allows for precise finish.
Less friction in rails, ground radius strengthens rail base.
Extremely easy manoeuvrability.
Extremely tough and durable.

Carving Bar

Power Tech Bars
The attractively priced Power Tech bars have been superseded by GB's replaceable nose bars in the Arbor
Tech and Arbor Pro range. There are still some Power Tech bars available particularly in odd lengths and
mounts for older saws.

Extra Long Bars

Power Tech Bars

GB is one of the only manufacturers in the world capable of producing extra-long bars and variations made for special applications, such as chain saw mills.
GB extra-long bars are crafted from solid, high-tech titanium alloy steel with precision-ground grooves…by far, the toughest, most-durable extra-long chain
saw bar in the world. These extended-length bars are fitted with GB's rugged replacement nose sprocket, which was originally developed for mechanical
harvesting applications. This nose system is easily replaced in the shop or on the job. All long bars come standard with a .404" nose, but can be changed to
a 3/8" nose.

Features & Benefits
Bar body crafted in solid, high-tech titanium alloy steel.
Precision-ground grooves; Uniform, induction-hardened rails.
Quality bar can be re-grooved for extra-long life.
Nose can be replaced in minutes…in shop or field.

Extra Long Bars

Premium Swiss roller bearings.
Super-resilient, minimal bending/ bowing, even with longer
lengths. Extended rail and bar life.
Low risk of rail chipping and/or spreading.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Double Ended Bars .404"
GB Double Ended Mill bars are especially designed for mechanical timber processing. The material used in their construction give the bars
a guaranteed strength to withstand whatever can be thrown at them. The HSD mount for this range of bars is designed to fit a large range
of professional chain saws. Included with each bar is a set of spacers which significantly increase the range of mounts able to be used.
This mount has been designed to suit all large and medium size Stihl, Husqvarna and Jonsered chainsaws.
Bar body crafted in solid, hi-tech titanium alloy steel.
Precision ground grooves; Uniform induction-hardened rails.
Quality bar can be re-grooved for extra long life.
Super-resilient, minimal bending/bowing, even in longer
lengths.

Features & Benefits
Extended rail and bar life. Low risk of rail chipping
and/or spreading. Cutting performance enhanced.
Extremely tough and durable.

GB SAW CHAIN
CHAIN
3/8 LOW PROFILE BUMPER LINK
GB EVO2
GB EVO2 - Cutting Edge Saw Chain. All components are
manufactured from specially engineered nickel alloy steel
to provide toughness, abrasion resistance and ductility.
Industrial chrome plating results in superior edge-holding
qualities resulting in chain that stays sharp longer in the
field. Shot peening of chain cutters, and drive links increase tensile strength. Pre-lubrication of the chain rivets
with an extreme pressure lubricant provides protection of
the heavily loaded chain rivets. EVO II Saw Chain... delivers improved cutting performance and edge life. EVO II
Saw Chain is guaranteed to conform to the high quality
you expect from all GB performance forestry equipment.

.325" Semi Chisel Evo 2
GB EVO2 - Cutting Edge Saw Chain. All components are
manufactured from specially engineered nickel alloy steel
to provide toughness, abrasion resistance and ductility.
Industrial chrome plating results in superior edge-holding
qualities resulting in chain that stays sharp longer in the
field. Shot peening of chain cutters, and drive links increase tensile strength. Pre-lubrication of the chain rivets
with an extreme pressure lubricant provides protection of
the heavily loaded chain rivets. EVO II Saw Chain... delivers improved cutting performance and edge life. EVO II
Saw Chain is guaranteed to conform to the high quality
you expect from all GB performance forestry equipment.

3/8 EVO 2
GB EVO2 - Cutting Edge Saw Chain. All components are
manufactured from specially engineered nickel alloy steel
to provide toughness, abrasion resistance and ductility.
Industrial chrome plating results in superior edge-holding
qualities resulting in chain that stays sharp longer in the
field. Shot peening of chain cutters, and drive links increase tensile strength. Pre-lubrication of the chain rivets
with an extreme pressure lubricant provides protection of
the heavily loaded chain rivets. EVO II Saw Chain... delivers improved cutting performance and edge life. EVO II
Saw Chain is guaranteed to conform to the high quality
you expect from all GB performance forestry equipment.

CODE

PITCH GAUGE

25 FT

100 FT

R43S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

375

.043

$128.00

$420.00

R50S-1S
BUMPER

375

.050

$128.00

N/A

R50S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

375

.050

$128.00

$420.00

R50S-1P
LOOP

44DL
$33.00

45DL
$34.00

50DL
$38.00

52DL
$39.00

R50S-1P
LOOP

55DL
$41.50

56DL
$42.50

68DL
$51.00

70DL
$52.50

J50S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

325

.050

$128.00

$420.00

J58S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

325

.058

$128.00

$420.00

J63S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

325

.063

$128.00

$420.00

J58S-1P

56DL
$47.50

64DL
$48.00

66DL
$50.00

72DL
$54.00

LOOP 325.063

62DL
$46.50

67DL
$50.50

68DL
$51.00

74DL
$55.50

A50S-1P

375

.050

$128.00

$420.00

375

.058

$128.00

$420.00

375

.058

$128.00

$420.00

375

.063

$128.00

$420.00

375

.063

$128.00

$420.00

LOOP 325.058

J63S-1P

SEMI CHISEL

A58C-1P
FULL CHISEL

A58S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

A63C-1P
FULL CHISEL

A63S-1P
SEMI CHISEL

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CHAIN

CODE

PITCH GAUGE 25 FT 100 FT
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404 EVO2
GB EVO2 - Cutting Edge Saw Chain. All components are
manufactured from specially engineered nickel alloy steel
to provide toughness, abrasion resistance and ductility.
Industrial chrome plating results in superior edge-holding
qualities resulting in chain that stays sharp longer in the
field. Shot peening of chain cutters, and drive links increase tensile strength. Pre-lubrication of the chain rivets
with an extreme pressure lubricant provides protection of
the heavily loaded chain rivets. EVO II Saw Chain... delivers improved cutting performance and edge life. EVO II
Saw Chain is guaranteed to conform to the high quality
you expect from all GB performance forestry equipment.

B63C-1P
FULL
CHISEL

404

.063

$147.00

$457.00

B63S-1P
SEMI
CHISEL

404

.063

$147.00

$457.00

R50S-1P
SEMI
CHISEL

375

.050

$128.00

$420.00

GB SPROCKETS
Centre Drive Chainsaw Sprocket
The GB Centre Drive Sprocket System was introduced after intensive research and testing. The GB Centre Drive replaceable rim type
sprocket is the ultimate in design and strength. This system gives the professional smoother performance, faster cutting and economical
use. Sprockets are fitted with the first drum and spline system manufactured from 100% steel for superior durability and come complete
with an investment cast rim. The Centre Drive system allows the user to change the rim sprockets when they become worn and also the
chain pitch with out having to change the entire system.
Features & Benefits
Precision spline and bore. Tighter tolerances. Investment-cast sprocket rim. Superior alloy steel drum. Bearings
and washers available. Extra strength. Longer service life. Less chain wear. True alignment.

Spur Drive Chainsaw Sprocket
GB Spur Sprocket has a special carburized heat treatment that hardens spur and gives a longer life to the sprocket. GB
sprockets are made to exacting tolerances and extreme quality standards. GB use unique manufacturing methods to bring the
industry the best quality sprocket available at very competitive prices.

Features & Benefits
Special carburized heat treatment hardens the spur and gives a longer life to the sprocket. Precision machined and engineered to exacting tolerances. Exact concentricity between spur and drum, delivers true
performance. Bearings available for all sprockets. Extremely hard spur for longer, improved wear and tear.
Superior drum alloy offers better clutch grip and wear.

Chainsaw Sprocket Rim
GB Replacement Rims are preferred by professional chainsaw operators for their long wear life and excellent performance. Saw
chain is aligned perfectly with the bar groove using a floating rim that slides on a spline on a splined hub.

Features & Benefits
Investment-cast sprocket rim. Extra strength. Less chain wear. True alignment.

Chainsaw Drive Sprocket
GB has a precision needle roller bearing to suit most sprockets. All GB sprockets now come with bearings unlike any of our competitors’. It is important to replace sprocket bearings each time a sprocket is changed.
GET THE JOB DONE WITH

Replacement Chainsaw Bar Noses

TCT PACIFIC CHAIN & TOOL CO

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CHAINSAW BARS

PREMIUM SPROCKET TIP BARS PS
TSUMURA MOUNT 01W
ARCHER MOUNT UHL
OREGON MOUNT K095

TSUMURA MOUNT 17
ARCHER MOUNT HV
OREGON MOUNT D009

TSUMURA MOUNT 31
ARCHER MOUNT SN
OREGON MOUNT D025

TSUMURA MOUNT 41
ARCHER MOUNT EX
OREGON MOUNT D176

NEW PREMIUM SPROCKET TIP BARS PS
TSUMURA MOUNT 57
ARCHER MOUNT SLD

SIZE

PITCH

GAUGE

FROM

16”
18”

.325
.325

058
.058

$109.70
$116.70

20”
20”

.375
.325

.058
.058

$121.70
$121.70

16”
18”

.375
.375

.058
.058

$109.70
$116.70

20”
24”

.375
.375

.058
.058

$121.70
$132.90

24”

.375

.063

$132.90

16”
16”

.375
.325

.063
.063

$109.70
$109.70

18”
20”

.375
.375

.063
.063

$116.70
$121.70

20”
25”

.404
.375

.063
.063

$121.70
$137.70

25”

.404

.063

$137.70

18”
20”

.375
.375

.050
.050

$116.70
$121.70

25”
25”

.375
.404

.063
.063

$137.70
$137.70

20”
24”

.375
.375

.063
.063

$131.70
$141.60

20”

.375

.063

$131.70

24”

.375

.063

$141.60

25”

.375

.063

$152.00

20”

.375

.058

$80.00

20”

.375

.063

$80.00

OREGON MOUNT E009

PREMIUM HARD TIP BARS
TSUMURA MOUNT 17
ARCHER MOUNT HV
OREGON MOUNT D009
TSUMURA MOUNT 31
ARCHER MOUNT SN
OREGON MOUNT D025

NEW PREMIUM HARD TIP BARS
TSUMURA MOUNT 57
ARCHER MOUNT SLD
OREGON MOUNT E009

LAMINATED PRO BARS
OREGON MOUNT D025
OREGON MOUNT D009

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SIZE

PITCH

GAUGE

FROM

20”
24”

.375
.375

.063
.063

$120.00
$136.00

20”
24”

.375
.375

.058
.058

$120.00
$136.00

30”
36”

.375-.404
.375-.404

.063
.063

$192.00
$224.00

NEW LONG BARS
PREMIUM SPROCKET TIP

30”
30”

.375
.404

.063
.063

$157.60
$157.60

TSUMURA MOUNT 57

36”
36”

.375
.404

.063
.063

$194.80
$194.80

CHAINSAW BARS

NEW TASUMURA LIGHT WEIGHT BARS
TASUMURA MOUNT 31
ARCHER MOUNT SN
OREGON MOUNT D025

TASUMURA MOUNT 17
ARCHER MOUNT HV
OREGON MOUNT D009

NEW LONG BARS
PREMIUM HARD TIP
TSUMURA MOUNT 57
ARCHER MOUNT SLD
OREGON MOUNT E009

ARCHER MOUNT SLD

OREGON MOUNT E009

THESE BARS ARE AWESOME. THE RIGHT PRICE
GREAT SERVICE & DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE.
JUST GREAT MATE.
PH:0749421935 MOBILE:0419575261

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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ARCHER CHAINSAW BARS AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF SIZE AND
CONFIGURATION PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTE
BAR
LENGTH
PITCH
GAUGE
PRICE
CONSUMER BARS

FROM 10”

.375 LP

.050

$19.20

ARCHER MOUNT PO

TO 18”

.375 LP

.050

$32.00

ARCHER MOUNT M

FROM 10”

.375 LP

.043

$19.20

OREGON MOUNT A318

TO 18”

.375 LP

.050

$32.00

OREGON MOUNT A041

ARCHER MOUNT SW

FROM 10”

1/4” MINI

.043

$19.20

OREGON MOUNT A074

TO 16”

.375 LP

.043

$28.80

ARCHER MOUNT UH

FROM 12”

.375 LP

.050

$22.40

OREGON MOUNT K095

TO 16”

.375 LP

.050

$28.80

ARCHER MOUNT HX

12”

.375 LP

.050

$25.60

OREGON MOUNT A061

16”

.375 LP

.050

$28.80

ARCHER MOUNT F

16”

.375 LP

.050

$28.80

HOBBY BARS

8”

.375 PL

.050

$16.00

ARCHER MOUNT PO

10”

1/4”

.043

$19.20

SEMI PRO BARS

FROM 14”

.325

.050

$25.60

ARCHER MOUNT PO

TO 18”

.325

.058

$32.00

OREGON MOUNT A064

OREGON MOUNT A041

OREGON MOUNT A041
ARCHER MOUNT UH

FROM 13”

.325

.058

$24.00

OREGON MOUNT K095

TO 20”

.325

.058

$35.20

ARCHER MOUNT SN

FROM 15”

.325

.063

$27.20

OREGON MOUNT D025

TO 20”

.325

.063

$35.20

ARCHER MOUNT SW

16”

.325

.063

$28.80

OREGON MOUNT A074

18”

.325

.063

$32.00

ARCHER MOUNT HV

FROM 16”

.375

.058

$28.80

OREGON MOUNT D009

TO 20”

.375

.058

$35.00

ARCHER MOUNT EX

16”

.375

.050

$28.80

OREGON MOUNT A176

18”

.375

.050

$32.00

20”

.375

.050

$35.00

18”

.375

.063

$32.00

TRI MAX BARS
ARCHER MOUNT SN OREGON MOUNT D025

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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ARCHER CHAINSAW BARS AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF SIZE AND
CONFIGURATION PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTE
BAR

LENGTH

PITCH

GAUGE

PRICE

PROFESSIONAL HARD NOSE BARS

18”

.375-.404

.063

$67.20

ARCHER MOUNT SN

42”

.375-.404

.063

$116.80

ARCHER MOUNT HV

18”

.375-.404

.058

$67.20

OREGON MOUNT D009

42”

.375-.404

.058

$116.80

25”

.375-.404

.063

$86.40

25”

.375-.404

.063

$86.40

36”

.375-.404

.063

$108.80

42”

.375-.404

.063

$116.80

PROFESSIONAL SPROCKET NOSE BARS

16”

.375

.050

$38.40

ARCHER MOUNT EX

18”

.375

.050

$43.20

20”

.375

.050

$51.20

24”

.375

.050

$62.40

FROM 16”

.375

.058

$38.40

TO 20”

.325

.058

$51.20

21”

.404

.063

$57.60

36”

.404

.063

$92.80

FROM 16”

.375

.063

$38.40

TO 42”

.404

.063

$116.80

FROM 16”

.375

.058

$38.40

TO 42”

.404

.063

$116.80

21”

.375

.063

$57.60

21”

.404

.063

$57.60

OREGON MOUNT D025

ARCHER MOUNT S

OREGON MOUNT E031

ARCHER MOUNT SLD
OREGON MOUNT E099

OREGON MOUNT A176

ARCHER MOUNT UH
OREGON MOUNT K095

ARCHER MOUNT SLD
OREGON MOUNT E009

ARCHER MOUNT SN
OREGON MOUNT D025

ARCHER MOUNT HV
OREGON MOUNT D009

ARCHER MOUNT S
OREGON MOUNT E031

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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ARCHER CHAINSAW CHAIN
GAUGE

PITCHITCH25FT

100FT

.043

$192.00

$560.00

.050

$192.00

$560.00

3/8 LOW PROFILE SEMI CHISEL

.043

$120.00

$416.00

FULL CHISEL

.043

$120.00

$416.00

.325 SEMI CHISEL

.050

$120.00

$416.00

.058

$120.00

$416.00

.063

$120.00

$416.00

.050

$120.00

$416.00

.058

$120.00

$416.00

.063

$120.00

$416.00

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.375 SEMI CHISEL

.050

$120.00

$416.00

.375 FULL CHISEL

.050

$120.00

$416.00

.375 SEMI CHISEL

.058

$120.00

$416.00

.375 FULL CHISEL

.058

$120.00

$416.00

1/4” SEMI CHISEL

GAUGE
043 1.1 mm THICK
DRIVE LINK
.050 1.3 mm
THICK DRIVE LINK

.325 FULL CHISEL

.058 1.5mm THICK
DRIVE LINK
.063 1.6mm THICK
DRIVE LINK

.325 SEMI RIPPING

.375 SEMI RIPPING

.058

$136.00

$440.00

.375 FULL RIPPING

.058

$136.00

$440.00

.375 SEMI SKIP TOOTH

.058

$136.00

$440.00

.375 FULL SKIP TOOTH

.058

$136.00

$440.00

.375 SEMI CHISEL

.063

$120.00

$416.00

.375 FULL CHISEL

.063

$120.00

$416.00

.375 SEMI RIPPING

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.375 FULL RIPPING

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.375 SEMI SKIP TOOTH

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.375 FULL SKIP TOOTH

.063

$136.00

$440.00

.404 SEMI CHISEL

.063

$136.00

$464.00

.404 FULL CHISEL

.063

$136.00

$464.00

.404 RIPPING

.063

$152.00

$488.00

.404 SKIP TOOTH

.063

$152.00

$488.00

.404 FULL SKIP TOOTH

.063

$152.00

$488.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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CHAINSAW BAR MOUNTS

26

CHAINSAW BAR MOUNTS

27

CHAINSAW BAR MOUNTS

AUSSIE TEAM AT TCT PACIFIC CHAIN
WILL HELP YOU GET THE JOB DONE
RIGHT THE FIRST TIME ON TIME WITH
FAST DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE.
PH 0749421935 MOBILE 0419575261

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SOME HISTORY ON A VERY OLD VERY HARD WAY OF LIFE SPANNING BACK DECADES

28

The first chainsaws were developed in the 1920’s. The development of the motorised saw led to an increase in timber production
comparable to that which occurred when the non motorised saw took the place of the axe.
The history of forest work runs parallel to that of the human race. For thousands of years the forest was linked to
the development, problems and evolution of civilisation. In time the dark, threatening forest thicket became a useful timber supplier. The forest was tamed, so that today it is not only an important economic factor, but it also fulfils
various functions such as protection or recreation. For hundreds of years the lumberjack’s job was one of the lowliest, at the bottom of the social ladder. This only changed with the introduction of the modern chainsaw. This improved the lumberjack’s social prestige and self esteem. A disdained day labourer became a respected machine
operator and specialist.

FROM AXE TO SAW
The axe has the oldest tradition of all wood cutting tools used by humans. Its use reaches so far back in human
history that it’s form in stone, copper, bronze and iron reflects the different forms of culture. It remained one of
the most important and widely used tools for felling trees right into the 19 th Century. Around 5000 B.C. Germanic
tribes invented the first saw. They nicked small teeth into half moon shaped flints. Whether these saws were
used for working on wood is not known. After the discovery of copper this was used, in the form of bronze, to
produce axes and saws (with axes not only could trees be felled, but also adversaries). Around 750 B.C. iron
replaced bronze as a working material but saws remained out of bronze for many centuries. However, they were
used less in the forests and more by artisans, doctors and surgeons. There is no information on other uses of
the saw up until the 8th Century A.C. From this time on they were used by artisans but not by lumberjacks. Up
until the 16th Century there is no proof, that hand saws were used in forestry work. On the other hand, saw mills,
which cut trunks into planks, had already been around for some time in the forest. Around 1500 Leonardo da
Vinci also spent some time on saws. He sketched – as far as is known – the first saw teeth which worked both
by pulling and pushing. Up until now the tools had worked either by pushing (Europe) or by pulling (Asia).
Around 1800 the first circular and band saws were produced in England. At this time there was still a division of work between the axe and
the saw: the felling and debranching was carried out using an axe, and the cutting to length was done using a saw. This inferior role of the
saw remained for a long time. To some extent the saw was unknown and in certain places the felling of trees using a saw was forbidden.
On the other hand in 1752 Empress Maria Theresa decreed that trees should no longer be felled "in the old way with the chopper, but with
the saw near to the roots", so as, on the one hand to have less wastage of timber and on the other a better fertilisation (saw dust decomposes quicker than wood shavings). This decree like many others was ignored. This was because kneeling down was against the body
motoric of lumberjacks at that time. On top of this saws were about six times more expensive than axes. Lumberjacks could not afford
them. Employers then provided the saws, which meant that lumberjacks sank from being self employed artisans to wage workers. Timber
thieves however preferred the saw because in comparison to the axe it was a quieter tool to work with. This led to timber thefts using a
saw being punished harder than those using an axe. Although the saw was already known in antiquity (Egypt, Rome), it was only widely
put into use in the forest in central Europe towards the middle of the 18th Century. The saw brought not only an increased yield in timber
but also many other advantages for forestry owners. However for the lumberjacks they brought mainly disadvantages. In the middle of the
19th Century there were also forward looking individuals who built mechanical saws, which could be taken into the forests (e.g. drag saws).
Most of these inventions were however very heavy, unwieldy and never really progressed beyond the prototype stage. The same happened to machines which were powered by steam engines fuelled with the resulting wood waste.
It was not until the 1920’s that someone invented a proper chainsaw. Three names should be mentioned: Wolf (USA), Westfeldt (Sweden)
and Stihl (Germany). The latter is the largest and oldest chain saw producer in the world. (founded 1926, annual turnover 2004, 1,6 Mia.
Euro). In the beginning the idea was to make heavy forestry work lighter using a machine. This should also lead to an increase in productivity and therefore profit. The main phases in the development of the chainsaw were:
1926 Stihl developed the first electro-chainsaw.

1927 Dolmar developed the first petrol chain saw (source: Dolmar).

1950 the first one-man chain saw.

1964 ant vibration system.

1972 chain brake.

1982 quickstep (automatic chain brake).

1989 Catalyser.

1991 Automatic start.

At the end of the 1920’s the first petrol chainsaws were produced. In the beginning they were 2 men chainsaws. This was due to technical
considerations and the similarity to traditional saws. Although the chainsaw made forestry work much easier it took decades for it to establish itself. The main reasons for this were the weight of the machines, their unwieldiness and susceptibility to breaking down, as well as the
large amount of energy needed by two people. The first two-man chainsaw weighed over 60 Kilos, but progress was not to be stopped.
The aim was to develop a lighter, more powerful saw which could be used by one person.
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SOME HISTORY ON A VERY OLD VERY HARD WAY OF LIFE SPANNING BACK DECADES
The first one-man chainsaw was produced in 1950 and it was still quite heavy. In 1959 they weighed about 12 Kg (today chainsaws weigh
around 4-5 kg, heavy duty chainsaws between 7 and 9 kg) and soon people were raving: "the one-man chainsaws are taking over the forests
and timber yards, will the singing of the saw be replaced by the rattling of chainsaws?" (Niggli). At the end of the 50’s there was a shortage of
lumberjacks and the hope was that the chainsaw would make forestry work more attractive for young people. As with the change over from
the axe to the saw, the introduction of the chainsaw also had its opponents some of whom only wanted to impose restrictions. For instance, in
1957, it was said that it was not worth while using chainsaws for lugging on pine wood and that a clean cut debranching could only be carried
out using an axe. Another example were the sinking piecework rates which came about due to the increased efficiency of the chainsaw and
which led to the lumberjacks returning to the use of the hand saw.

Dolmar D80, year of manufacture 1938

Dolmar DB35, year of construction
1948

Stihl BL, year of construction 1951

Working with the chainsaw
It stands to reason that working with a chainsaw is dangerous. There is approximately one accident per 1100m³ of worked wood. The most
exposed parts of the body are the left leg and the left arm. The main cause of accidents is the “kickback” (a sudden rising of the saw when the
nose and chain meet the wood at a critical angle) and stumbling. White finger syndrome can be caused by vibrations of the machine. This is a
circulation problem in the hands. A survey in 1981 showed that irreversible hearing damage is relatively seldom. Due to the technology used it
is however difficult to reduce the noise level. As for exhaust fumes, there are no known health problems, but little is known about the long term
effects.

Barkas SEL 100 year of construction 1962

Stihl 042, year of construction 1976

Solo 635, year of construction 1965

To the now widely use electric chain saw

BAR MAINTENANCE
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BAR RAIL CLOSER
Save Money - Get better performance and longer bar
life - easily closes the spread or worn rails of your bar back to

their original shape - (unless saw chain fits properly into the bar
groove the chain will move sideways in the cut, quickly destroying
the bar rails, the saw chain and the sprocket) - The Bar rail closer
is fully adjustable to fit any size bar with heavy duty bearings to
insure long wear - $126.50

Bar Rail Closer

VALLORBE BAR RAIL DRESSER
This handy tool is great for reconditioning your bar rails from the effects of normal wear
and minor damage. It allows you to file the outer edges of the rails and the tops of rails.
Fine file only included in new pack - $49.00

Replacement files
Fine
$22.40
Course $34.00

CHAIN BREAKING AND JOINING
CHAIN MEASURING CHART STICKER

A quick and easy means of counting the drive links to make
loops - $15.95

TECOMEC

Bench Rivet Spinner & Chain
Breaker in one tool. For any size
Chain

Price: $265.00

Replacement
Punch For chain
breaker
$9.50
Replacement
Anvil for Chain
Breaker
$24.85

Bench Chain Breaker

1/4” to .404. Bench type for consumer or professional use. Operating lever designed for fast and easy chain breaking, complete with
adjustable vice and punch. (3/4” Pitch adaptor available separately)

Price: $130.00 TECOMEC

ARCHER Bench Chain Breaker $109.20

GRANBERG-Break-N-Mend

A vice-grip tool that breaks and joins chain in one tool. Handy
for repairs or making up a new chain on the job.

Price: $190.00

Replacement Spinner Insert
for 1/4 - 325 Chain $13.25
for 3/8 - 1/2 Chain $13.25

Bench Rivet Spinner

Built-in thrust bearing for minimum friction and easy job.
Complete with take-up handle and spinner insert for 1/4”,
.325, 3/8 & .404. (3/4” adaptor kit available separately)

Price: $130.00 TECOMEC

ARCHER Bench Rivet Spinner $109.20

Pocket Chain Breaker Anvil with 2 Punches
1 for chain rivet & 1 for bar rivet.

Price: $28.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

DRIVE SPROCKETS
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A worn sprocket will stretch a new chain!
What does yours look like?
Oregon Spur or Centre Drive Sprocket System (Clutch drum
with replaceable rim)

$35.00

$9.15

Replacement Sprocket Rims (for centre drive System)

Centre Drive Sprocket

Spur Sprocket

FILES
SOLD BY

Price
(Inc GST)

Round Files - 5/32 (4mm) for 3/8LP

- Single File
- Dozen
- 3 Dozen or more

$3.30
$31.90
$28.70

Round Files - 13/64” and 1/4”

- Single File
- Dozen

$3.30
$31.90

Flat Files - For Depth Gauges - as you sharpen the cutters on your chain it is - Single File

- 3/16 (4.8mm) for .325
- 7/32 (5.5mm) for 3/8 and .404

also necessary to lower the depth gauges to maintain proper chain
performance.

- Dozen

$6.60
$78.80

Double Bevel - for Square Grind Chisel Chain

- single

$39.00

Vallorbe Filing Kit (in tool roll)

1– file guide, 2 round files, 1 flat file. 1 handle (25 & 30 degree angles), 1 depth
gauge guide, 1 bar groove cleaner

Made by Vallorbe

$51.55

Price
Single File

Round Files

1 Dozen
1 Dozen

Flat Files - For Depth Gauges

$4.50
$42.80
$115.00

FILE HANDLES

Deluxe Rubber File Handle
$3.20

Vallorbe Wooden File
Handle $2.95

Vallorbe Plastic Handle with 25
& 30 Deg angles $3.30

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

FILE ACCESSORIES,STUMP VICE’S
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FAST FILER ( For a demonstration Google - Fast Filer Youtube )
A Tasmanian designed tool which is the simplest and most accurate
saw chain sharpener on the market. Comes complete with Vallorbe round & flat files &
handle. The fast filer will sharpen all teeth exactly the same shape and length, and file
depth gauges to the correct height.
$42.75 Kit $26.75 Filer only

FILE MATE - A simple inexpensive guide for sharpening
chain with accurate filing angles and depth gauge settings one end has a groove cleaner
$7.10

Standard

STUMP VICE - 2 Pronged - Makes chain and

bar maintenance easier in the field - just hammer
into log and secure bar in place with screw lock for
quick and easy on the job sharpening
Standard - $14.20
Deluxe $25.00

TECOMEC STUMP VICE

Filing Vice with chain stop pawl $39.50

BAR GROOVE CLEANER

POCKET CHAIN BREAKER

DRESSER STICK

PRICE $8.90

PRICE $44.60

PRICE $8.00

Tecomec De luxe File & Guide

Professional model - easily mounted onto chainsaw bar for precision

$43.00

filing with round, flat and triangular files

Pro Sharp File guide 5/32, 3/16. 7/32

$15.10

Made from engineered plastic with hardened stainless inserts. Has file size
indicator, easy to use and covers all file sizes

GREASE GUNS
1 - Plastic grease gun with grease
2 - grease gun with grease
3 - grease gun (Lincolnshire)
Grease replacement

- $13.45
- $25.60
- $35.30

1
2

4
3

3 Pack - $17.40
25 pack - $132.30

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

GRINDING WHEELS, STONES, DRESSERS & SHARPENERS
105mm Wheels suit Small Grinders -eg
Midi/Baby Jolly - 105mm Wheel (stone)
105x4.7x22mm - 3/8 & 404
$31.45
105x3.2x22mm - 3/8LP & 325 $31.45

145mm Wheels suit Large Grinders -eg Jolly &
Speed Sharp - 145mm Wheel (stone)
-145x4.7x22mm for 3/8 &404 chain
$52.40
-145x3.2x22mm for 3/8LP & 325 chain $52.40

DIAMOND GRINDING WHEEL FOR TUNGSTEN CHAIN
105X3.2X22 Diamond wheel for 325 & 3/8 low profile $225.00
$240.00

105x4.7x22 Diamond wheel for 3/8 & 404

145x3.2x22 Diamond wheel for 325 & 3/8 low profile $297.00
$330.00

145x4.7x22 Diamond wheel for 3/8 & 404

SHARPENING STONES—For 12 Volt Grinders
Conventional sharpening stones for Saw Chain -

$2.85

Diamond for Tungsten & Normal Chain screw fitting for 12 volt grinders $22.00
Diamond for Tungsten & Normal chain with guide—straight shaft fitting (for drills only) $22.00

Diamond stones will last at least 20 times longer than normal stones
DIAMOND OVAL SHAFT HANDLE 26CM

BRASS HANDLE

25 CM OVAL DIAMOND STEEL

SHARPENER

$77.65

SHARPEN AND HONES ANY

$85.20

Axe Sharpener - Ceramic Blade - Sharpens knives and axes - $43.20
Diamond Hones - 20mm x 50mm diamond pad set on a 20mm x 150mm plastic handle . For all domestic and
professional knives, scissors, shears, farm tools, lawnmower blades, axes, chisels, nicks in crystal
etc
Fine $23.20 For general use - shapes a blunt blade to a good sharp edge
Wallet pack $74.90 Super fine, Fine and Medium

GRINDERS

Jakmax 12 volt
JAK Max 12-Volt grinder. This durable and accurate 12-volt grinder offers
an economical way to sharpen your
saw chain accurately and quickly.
Runs on a standard 12-volt auto-type
battery. Attractive packaging Includes
3 Sizes of sharpening stones: 5/32”,
3/16” and 7/32”. Direct drive. 20,000RPM motor. Available packaged or in
black plastic carry box.
PRICE $45.70

12 Volt (HAND HELD)

CHAINSAW MINI
DRILL SHARPENER

1400 RPM 6-15VOLT D.C
Miniature drill motor.
Combination utility plug
And splits for battery pole
Attachment.
PRICE $139.60

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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GRINDERS ELECTRIC

SHARP MASTER
1/4" - .404" Chain Grinding.
- Upper plastic housing, fibreglass reinforced
mounted on plastic base
- Sturdy and compact
- Saw chain cutter adjustment knob
- Height adjustment knob
- New ergonomic vice clamping knob
- Symmetric chain jaws thrust for correct centering of chain in the vice middle
- Fail safe switch
- Only operated when the button is being pushed
- Plastic base
- Built-in head return spring for protection from
dust and unintentional knocks
- Bench fixing holes
- Marking ribs for bench mounting
Comes with 1 grinding wheel for 1/4", .325" and
3/8" chains and 1 template
PRICE $124.00

240Volt

MID JOLLY –N GRINDER

JOLLY EVO

Easy to use compact and powerful. Suitable for any type of saw chain. The machine is supplied assembled. Provided
with the following items: 1 x grinding
wheel 1/4” - .325” chain, 1 x dressing
brick and 1 x template.

PRICE $354.00
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1/4" - .404" Chain Grinding.
Easy assembly.
3 installation types: wall, bench
and vise.
Well visible scale.
Led light.
Frontal arm setting handle.
Self centering vice/automatic
vice.
Sporting slide.
Comes provided with: 1 x grinding wheel for 1/4", .325" and
3/8" chain, 1 x grinding wheel
for .325", 3/8" and .404" chain,
1 x grinding wheel for depth
gauges, 1 x dressing brick, 1 x
template and 2 x wrenches.

PRICE $459.00

JOLLY STAR

SUPER JOLLY

Speed Sharp Star professional chain grinder for
fast accurate chain sharpening. Suitable for all
chain pitches. Sharpens 3/4” pitch chain without
having to fit any attachment. Up to 10 deg tilting
vice for proper sharpening of chisel chains. Complete with built in lamp for improved visability.
The Speed Sharp Star grinder has many new
features including double torsion spring selfcentering clamp working axis geometry safety
buttons sharpening angle regulations. Provided
with the following items: 1 x grinding wheel 1/4” 3/8” - .325” chains, 1 x grinding wheel for depth
gauges, 1 x grinding wheel .325” - .404” - 3/8”
chains, 1 x template 1 x dressing brick and 2 x
wrenches.

Speed Sharp Automatic electrical
chain grinder dedicated to the most
demanding professional market. An
exclusive hydraulic system ensures
automatic chain locking when the
machine head is lowered, quickening working time by up to 50%.
Suitable for all chain pitches and
types. Complete with built-in lamp
for improved visibility. Sliding vice
for proper sharpening of chisel
chains. Provided with the following
items: 1 x grinding wheel 1/4” - 3/8”
- .325” chains, 1 x grinding wheel for
depth gauges, 1 x grinding
wheel .325” - .404” - 3/8” chains, 1 x
template, 1 x dressing brick and 2 x
wrenches.

PRICE $741.00

PRICE $907.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

BENCH MOUNT CHAIN GRINDERS
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SAFETY FIRST
BLUNT CHAINS
ARE DANGEROUS
SHARPEN YOURS

NOW

FALCON BENCH GRINDER

SUPER PRO
GRINDER

Bench Mounted Grinder Electric Chainsaw Sharpener. Easy To Use. Compact
and Powerful. Machine To Suit All Chain
and Users. Comes With 22.2 mm Arbor
Diameter With Two Grinding Wheels To
Suit 1/4” - .325” And 3/8” - .404” Chain.

Features a durable cam lock vice
and fully adjustable head. Vice tilts
10 degrees for sharpening full chisel
chain. Suitable for all chain pitches
& types. 240V (50Hz) high performance motor. Permanently attachable, aluminium die cast body. Comes
with 1 x 145mm diameter grinding
wheel suitable for 1/4”, 3/8” LP
& .325” chains and 1 x 145mm diameter grinding

PRICE $118.00

wheel suitable for 3/8” & .404”
chains.
PRICE $468

ACCESSORIES FOR YOU SAWS

CHAINSAW BAG
STANDARD
PRICE $29.00

DELUXE BAG
Fits most saws with a 20" bar.
Comes with an adjustable strap
PRICE $37.50

SML SAW BASE

LRG SAW BASE

Fits the majority of chainsaws of 55cc or less on
the market.
Accommodates saws
with a maximum width of
180mm and maximum
length of 400mm.

Fits the majority of chainsaws of 55cc and over.
Accommodates saws with
a maximum width of
230mm and maximum
length of 470mm.

PRICE $24.70

PRO 8” PLASTIC

STEEL

WEDGE

WEDGE

PRICE $7.80

9” Steel Splitting
Wedge (1.5KGS)

PRICE

PRICE$20.60

$46.40

7” Steel
Grenade
Wedge
(2KGS)

PRICE $28.50

LOGGER
TAPE
PRICE $74.80

Leviathan. Suitable For Timber
Concrete And Rubber. Green
Lumber Crayon. Box Qty 12
PRICE $20.60 BOX

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SAFETY AND HEARING PROTECTION
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HELMET UNILITE - Vented Safety Hardhat - White or Orange
HELMET - COOLER INSERT
VISOR PELTOR - Steel Mesh - With attachments for UNILITE Helmet

PELTOR EARMUFFS

$16.00

Helmet-Visor-Muffs

$5.98
$23.34

Price
H10G

H10 (RED) SLC 80 33db CLASS 5
H10G Helmet attachment - H10A Headband - H10B Neckband

$41.34

H7 (GREEN) SLC 80 30db CLASS 5

H7G Helmet Attachment - H7A Headband - H7B Neckband

$35.80

H7 - ‘’WORKTUNES’ AM/FM Radio with excellent
Reception in weak areas - headband

$132.00

H7 - “WORKTUNES PLUS” AM/FM Radio Allows sounds,
Alarms, conversation to be heard - headband

$182.39

Work tunes

H9 (YELLOW) SLC80 24db CLASS 4
H9G Helmet attachment - H9A Headband - H9B Neckband

$24.15

Peltor Hygiene Kits for Earmuffs

$16.00

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

Price

Jakmax Earmuffs 29db - Headband only

$22.85

Jakmax Earmuffs 30db with FM Radio - Headband only

$84.45

Hygiene Kit for Jakmax Earmuffs

$3.33

Replacement Jakmax Earmuffs 29db

$13.76

Disposable Ear Plugs - Pack of 50

$27.05

COMPLETE SAFETY HELMET - CE Approved

$44.72

JAKMAX SAFETY KIT
3 piece budget set includes earmuffs, goggles and gloves

$12.20

SHINGUARDS - Maximum lower leg protection Cushioned inner liners High impact plastic plate outside .Lightweight with 4 quick release snap
buckles

$30.95

High density polyethylene hardhat
29db Earmuffs fully adjustable with extra soft cushioning
Heat deflecting low glare steel mesh visor
Replacement parts available

29db

Complete Safety Helmet

3 piece safety kit

Shinguard

SAFETY GLASSES - AS/NZS 1337 Med Impact

$9.50

Half Frame Wraparound Polycarbonate lens - 99% UV protection—anti fog & anti
-scratch coating—Blue Frame—Smoke or Clear Lens

FACE SHIELD with MESH & CLEAR VISOR - Tilting Wire Mesh Face
shield includes replaceable clear visor - $29.20
Replacement Mesh Visor - $7.68
Clear Visor - $14.62
STRONG, LIGHT & THIN the snake protex gaiter is
designed for protection from Australian snakes in
Australian conditions. High quality zip fastenings
With vertical underboot strap

$29.20

$217.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SAFETY CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES
CHAINSAW SAFETY GLOVES - CE Approved
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$31.34

High quality - comfortable gloves – with saw protection Reinforced palm - waterproofed leather inside
And a water repellant polyester fabric on the back

ANTI VIBRATION GLOVES

Designed to minimize the risks and effects of vibration in chainsaws, Brushcutters
& Mowers Medium Large Extra Large

$25.33
$174.90

CHAINSAW SAFETY CHAPS

- CE Approved
Jakmax chain saw chaps provide leg protection while using a chainsaw
9 layers of Kevlar designed to jam a chainsaw on contact
Quick release adjustable buckle for waist
2 quick release adjustable leg buckles on each leg
Oil and water resistant outer layer - Machine wash and dry

CLOGGER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Jakmax

chaps

Price

Clogger clothing conforms to the AS/NZ 4453 standard Made from Arrestex Fabric
that can stop a chainsaw in less than 3/100th of a second
$250.00

CHAPS — with either quick release buckles or zippers
on lower leg - Orange Hi vis markings - and
Quick release belt buckle
TROUSERS — Summer weight—Cool nylon fabric in the back
and poly cotton drill at the
front
CLOGGER
CHAINSAW TROUSERS

$240.00

Clogger trousers

TOOLS & OTHER ACCESSORIES
THE ULTIMATE CHAINSAW TOOL

Work on any brand chainsaw in the field with this
compact hand tool - folds up and fits easily in your
pocket or on your belt in the pouch provided -

$35.70

Large screwdriver for bar adjustment
T27
Torx for all bolts on most saws
4mm Allen
Wrench for all other saws
Small screwdriver
13mm Socket for most bar nuts
19mm
Socket for spark plugs Deep socket reverses to
16mm Socket
May be used as a handle for files

PRICE

- $31.82

COMBINATION T WRENCH

$4.77

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

$3.50

FUEL CONTAINERS (SCEPTER) - Rustproof Red Polythene
dangerous goods - Come with child resistant closure
2-in-1 (6Ltr/2Ltr Container) - Suitable for petrol, diesel or Oil
STARTER ROPE - 3mm, 3.6mm, 4mm

Approved for

$14.35 5Ltr
$17 65
10Ltr
$35.50
$2.65 P/Mtr

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TOOLS & OTHER ACCESSORIES (Cont’d)
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AXES
TOMAHAWK

$23.90

- 2lb Fiberglass

Splitting Axe

$28.70
$37.20

SPLITTING AXES - 24” Fiberglass Handle
34” Fiberglass Handle

SNEDDENS KNOCK-ABOUT -Crafted bush axe - AUS designed and made Spotted gum handle- $285.00

OIL
SUPER LUBE CHAIN & BAR OIL
4 Litre

$25.00

20 Litre

$113.00

MULTI MIX TWO STROKE OIL
4Litre

20 Litre

$28.50

$129.00

LA FOAM - Air Filter Oil - 300gm Aerosol Can - Keeps dust & dirt in your filter
NOT in your engine - $18.50

TCT PACIFIC CHAIN AND TOOL COMPANY
COMMITTED TO GREAT SERVICE WITH HONEST FRIENDLY STAFF, HERE TO
SERVICE YOUR NEEDS RELATING TO THE TIMBER SUPPLY INDUSTRY OR WEEKEND SAW USER.

WEDGES
A. TWISTED WEDGE - hand forged - for tree felling or fence post and rail cutting - splits tough

twisted grain fire wood - reduces bounce out PRICE: $65.00
B. ALUMINIUM WEDGE - Manufactured using state of the art aluminium alloy - designed for falling
or jammed saw situations - reduced bounce out - can be reshapened for extended use PRICE:
$40.00
C. STEEL WEDGE 2kg steel - sharpened splitting wedge PRICE: $55.00
SNEDDENS LEATHER WEDGE POUCH PRICE: $45-00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TCT MINE TOOLS
Tools especially designed & manufactured for Underground
Coal Mines.

Model MP30 Chainsaw
Chassis

Control

Manufactured from steel with special
lightweight and increased strength design.

Simpler reliable trigger operated valve
with lock to prevent accidental operation. Material has Mines Approval No.
CMJ5030

Motor
Proven tangential vane high torque motor for
simplicity and reliability.
Cast iron case and rugged construction
throughout. Made in Australia for parts
availability.
Safety
In the event of kickback there is auto cut
-off similar to engine driven and electric
saws chain brake.
Chain Lubrication

Exhaust
Silenced by plenum chamber. We use a
piped exhaust to take cuttings away for
operator comfort.
Options
1. MP30W Saw chains for timber.
2. MP30C Tungsten saw chains for coal
cutting.
3. MP30S Full house tungsten saw
chains for very hard coal & light stone.

Automatic, adjustable & without pumps
or valves.
Model

Bar Length

MP30

430mm

Free Speed @
6 Bar
6,000 RPM

Weight
12 Kg

Distributed by: TST Pacific Chain & Tool Co
ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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TCT MINE TOOLS
Tools especially designed and manufactured for Coal
Mines by a “True Blue” Australian Company.

Model MP04 drill
This powerful drill already widely used in the Mining Industry has been improved with a lightweight case
and an enhanced performance.
Mines Dept approval No. MDA CMJ5030 on case material.
Model

Chuck size

Free Speed @ 6 Bar

Weight

MP04-1//2

2 – 13mm

500 RPM

1.5 kg

MP04-3/8

1 - 10mm

2200 RPM

1.2 kg

Distributed by: TCT Pacific Chain & Tool Co

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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TCT MINE TOOLS

Introducing the Model MP11 Disc Sander/Grinder

This powerful tool has been designed and built for the underground coal mining industry by our
all Australian Company to exacting standards to ensure long life and durability in the toughest of
conditions.
Primarily designed for conveyor belt preparation & repairs during splicing but suited to most
underground uses with the correct discs. Infinitely variable speed suited to sanding both urethane
and rubber products without the generation of excess heat.
Brief specifications:
Inlet

½” BSP

Air Pressure

6 – 9 bar.

Output

180mm Sanding discs
180mm Grinding wheels

Variable Speed 1000-4000 RPM

Distributed by: TCT Pacific Chain & Tool Co

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TCT MINE TOOLS
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Tools especially designed and manufactured for Underground Coal Mines
by a “True Blue” Australian Company.

Model

MP19

Proven liability motor as used on our chainsaw.
Control Handle with safety trigger lock.
Readily available wear items, blades, clamps, etc
Adjustable depth of cut.
Cutting width

82mm

Free Speed @ 6 Bar approx 15,000 RPM

Distributed by: TCT Pacific Chain & Tool Co

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

PHONE: 1300 666 031 / 0749421935 / MOBILE 0419575261
info@tctsawchain.com.au

HOW TO EMAIL:
ORDER
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OR FILL OUT ORDER FORM BELOW and
MAIL to: TCT PACIFIC CHAIN & TOOL CO
PO BOX 8915 Mt. Pleasant Qld 4740

TCT PACIFIC CHAIN ORDER FORM
NAME
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
COMPANY
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
ADDRESS
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………
PHONE ………………………………………………..

PAYMENT DETAILS 1. CHEQUE

POST CODE …………………………

EMAIL…………………………………………………………………...

2. CREDIT CARD

4. DIRECT DEPOSIT
TCT
Pacific Chain & Tool Co. ANZ,
Mackay
BSB 014-640
Account No 1985-94376

Credit Card No………………………………………………………………………….Sec No_ _ _
Expiry Date …………………… Signature …………………………………………………….
I WOULD LIKE TO ORDER (Product Description)

QTY

POSTAGE CHARGES AND WEIGHTS

Some examples of
Weights

for Post Bags Australia Wide
$20.00

MEDIUM EXPRESS BAG TO 5kg

$20.00

LARGE EXPRESS BAG UP TO 5kg

$20.00

X LARGE PCL POST BAG TO 5kg

$22.00

ORDER VALUE

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
OTHER THAN POST BAGS

$1-$100

QUOTE

$101 - $200

QUOTE

$201 - $300

QUOTE

$301 - $400

QUOTE

$401 - $500

QUOTE

TOTAL

$

TOTAL

SMALL EXPRESS BAG UP TO 5kg

PRICE

Saw Chain

25’ Box
100’ Box

3kg
9kg

Chainsaw Bars

12-14”
16-25”
28-36”

1kg
2kg
3kg

Files

1kg per dozen

SHIPPING PRICES ARE RISING EVERY DAY WITH FUEL TAX AND
THE LIKE. WE NOW NEED TO CHARGE ALL FREIGHT UNLESS
PRE ARANGED. We look for the cheapest way to freight your good.

•
•
•

PRICES INCLUDE GST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
WE ACCEPT DIRECT DEPOSIT, CREDIT CARD (MASTERCARD, VISA & American Express) .
ALL ITEMS SENT BY AUSTRALIA POST OR GENERAL ROAD. YOUR COURIER IF REQUIRED.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

